
On  a  small scale, and as the  attempt of an 
individual,  the scheme would be likely to  fail, 
;but the  unity of a  kind of ‘( Botanising  Sister- 
hood,” with one  practical  leader  and  organiser, 
;might  carry  it  through. 

Flowers  have other  and  cheerier uses than  that 
,of being  distilled and employed as drugs. No 
social gathering,  no  ball dress, no festive board 
would be complete  without  them,  and few  sick 
people can resist their  ornamental  charms. TO 
arrange flowers is  a task most  women undertake 
as an undisputed right with  very different  results. 

‘[ Arranging flowers  is an  art !” The power 
.of getting  a good effect is a  gift ! It is innate, 
not  acquired ! ” These  are  remarks  one  con- 
stantly  hears;  there is certainly  some  truth  in 
them.  Some  people  have sympathy  with  the 
dowers  they  handle,  and  an  instinctive  apprecia- 
tion of their  natural  growth,  suggested  by  an 
arrangement,  which leaves to  their  beauty  the 
radiance of  life ; to  others  they  are  simply deco- 
rative  and transitory  rosettes of colour,  trouble- 
.some adjuncts of civilisation. I n  some  Hospitals 
one  sees masses of splendid flowers spoilt  by 
;being bundled into  the most  handy vessel, their 
heads crushed together,  their  stalks  probably 
still  cramped  by the  tight  string  that  bound 
them  when they  arrived.  As  one looks at  them 

one can almost  hear  the  “bother  it !” that  
accompanied their  unpacking  and  disposition. 
To  anyone  at  all  interested  in  plants,  such deco- 
rations  are positively exas~erat i~zg.  In  other 
wards  the flowers  look alive  and  natural.  Little 
time may  have been given to  their  arrangement, 
but  the hand that  touched  them was a  gentle 
one,  and was directed by a  brain  that  dwelt 
lovingly  on them,  and  the result is graceful, and 
likely  to  serve  its  cheering  and  refining  purpose. 

A popular fallacy  has  decided that “ the trim- 
rni9zg.s of l f e  ” (as some  one  aptly  called 
flowers the  other  day),  take  a  long  time  to 
arrange properly. People  who  arrange flowers 
well,  generally do it  quickly. ‘‘ A thought ” 
(but  that is indispensable)  finding  expression  in 
a  touch  go  to  make  the floral artist.  Some  time 
ago I saw a  table in a  childrens’  ward,  the flowers 
on which  had  been, I was told,  arranged  by a 
young probationer. This  lady  might  have  made 
her  fortune  as  a floral  decorator,  had  she  not 
been  pleased to  follow a  nobler  profession. Vases 
seemed  scarce, as large  jam pots  (which, in her 
hours of recreation,  she  had  enamelled  a  rich 
earth-colour)  were  pressed into service, and  they 
answered their  purpose  admirably,  setting off a 
cluster of golden king-cups  mingled  with  water- 
reeds and rushes especially well. 
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CHOCOLATE. 
I t  is a nerve, blood and muscle tonic of high  yalue.  It  possesses 

“Your Cuca Cocoa is, in my opinion, a most invaluable beverage. 

,exPerlence. It is a useful ‘Pick   Up’  after illness. Its  stimulating 
.remarkable restoratlve properties, as I can  testlfy  to from personal 

.and nourishing properties render it  extremely serviceable in the lyipg- 

’mothers as a splendid mllk-producer. It forms a capital diet for 
In room, and I can stronkly recommend its  daily  use to nurslng 

,Put  upon the market. 
children. I n  brief, it  is  the best preparation of Cocoa yet 

“Yours faithfully-, M.R.C.P.E., &C.” 

“THE LANUET,” Oot. Srd,  1891. 
Q‘‘Thi9 i s  an excellent Ooooa. In this  novel prepara- 

there  are oontained two  substances of very defl- 

.Powerful otimulant  and  tonio.” 
nWtherapeutica1  value-a renowned restorative and a 

ROOT & CO., LIMITED, 
-. 58, Great Russell  Street, London, W.C. 

~Vco,COA, in Tins: $lb., l/-; +lb., 1/11 : Up., 319. 
CHoCOL41E, in Boxes, (id. and l/. Stores,  Chemists,  and Grocers. 

Samples free to  Doctors  and  Nurses on application. 
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FOR MARKING LINEN. 

NEW ILLUSTBATEI) PATTERN BOOK 
(Containing Woven Samples of Material) Free by Post. 

ADDRESS- 
S. & J. CASH, Couentry. 
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